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                1  Notes on Materialism   Materialism , broadly speaking, is a metaphysical thesis that reality consists solely and entirely  of physical things. As a thesis within the philosop hy of mind, it is the view that consciousness is  fundamentally some type of physical thing. Materialism should be viewed in contrast to  dualism. Dualism , as a thesis within the philosophy of mind, holds that mind and body occupy different  realms of exis tence:  • Mind is conceived by dualists as being a non -physical and private entity that is only  accessible introspectively from a first -person perspective. On the dualistic theory,  one’s mental states are knowable only from the inside, and inasmuch as it is a non - physical entity, mind is not subject to the laws of physics.   • Body or matter is conceived as being a physical and publicly viewable entity, observable from a third -person perspective. Bodies, as material things, are subject to  the laws of physics.   The dualistic way of speaking is intuitive, and we often make use of dualistic idioms in everyday  speech . But dualism is plagued by two problems:  • Problem of Interaction: how can we explain the interaction of physical and non - physical things? If mind is, as the dualist alleges, non -physical, then how do we  explain how drunkenness or brain damage impair cognitive function? If mind is non - physical, then how can we explain in tentional behavior? If, as the dualist would  allege, an intention is a function of a non -physical mind, it’s fundamentally  mysterious how a non -physical intention could produce motion in a physical body.   • Problem of Solipsism: if our mental states are, as the dualist alleges, fundamentally  private things, then how could we possibly know whether other minds exist? If  consciousness is private, then it could only be known from the inside. Solipsism is thus the idea that we could never know that any other con sciousness but our own  exists, since the only consciousness that we’ve ever encountered directly is our own. Part of the attraction of materialist theories is their ability to potentially avoid the pitfalls of dualistic conceptions of mind. We can avoid the problem of interaction by just admitting that  mental processes are some type of physical (typically neurological) processes. And we can avoid the problem of solipsism by denying the privacy of consciousness and instead affirming that consciousness is some type of publicly viewable thing.   What kind of physical thing consciousness is, however, is a matter of dispute among materialist philosophers . Materialism should thus be viewed as a broad umbrella under which a variety of  different theories fall. What follows will present three different types of materialism before  outlining Frank Jackson’s famous criticism.  2  1. Behaviorism : as a thesis withi n the philosophy of mind, this is the view that mental states  should not be understood as private, internal mental states, but rather as publicly observable  dispositions to behavior. 1   Consider the following statement from Gilbert Ryle’s The Concept of Mi nd :   “To say that a person knows something, or aspires to be something, is not to say that he is at a particular moment in the process of doing or undergoing anything, but that he is able to do certain things, when the need arises, or that he is prone to do and feel certain things in situations  of certain sorts” .2   Mental states according to Ryle are not private, internal happenings that are known only by the mind that has them. Instead, mental states are dispositions , or tendencies , to certain behaviors .  How do we know, for example, that one believes that the traffic light is red? We know this on the basis of one’s disposition to stop their car at a red light. Or , how do we know that someone  (even ourselves) is in pain? We know this on the basis of the observable behaviors of one who is  in pain (wincing, grimacing, cries, etc .). Take Ludwig Wittgenstein’s account of this:   “How do words refer to sensations?...Here is one possibility: words are connected with the  primitive, the natural expressions of the sensation and used in their place. A child has hurt  himself and he cries; and then adults talk to him and teach him exclamations, and later, sentences. They teach the child new pain -behaviour…the verbal expression of pain replaces  cryin g and does not describe it”. 3   Saying that “I am in pain” on this account is not to refer to or to express some sort of private, internal mental happening. Instead, it is just a sophisticated kind of observable behavior, albeit a linguistic one, that ref ers to or replaces other observable pain behaviors like crying or grimacing. 2. Functionalism : somewhat derivative of behaviorism, this is the view that the presence of  mental states is identifiable on the basis of a physical system exhibiting certain fu nctional roles.  Thus, having a belief is not dependent on the internal physical constitution of a physical entity, but on the role that it plays in that entity. Minds are thus capable of multiple realizability, that is, of being instantiated on different physical systems .   Consider an analogy by Wilfrid Sellars to make the idea of functionalism clearer. 4 Think of  what it is to play chess. To play chess , one’s chess pieces needn’t necessarily be made out of  any particular kind of physical stuff. The chess pieces coul d be made from wood, plastic, glass,  or whatever. Indeed, if one were wealthy enough, one could play chess with a fleet of helicopters in the Midwest. How would we know which helicopter was which chess piece in  such a scenario ? We would identify them on t he basis of the functional roles each helicopter  played. Helicopters that moved only diagonally would be bishops. Helicopters that moved in L -  1 Though they have an affinity, the philosophical or logical behaviorism described here should not be confused with the psychological behaviorism of B.F. Skinner or Ivan Pavlov.  2 Ryle (1949: 117)  3 Wittgenstein (1958 : § 244)  4 Sellars (1954)  3  shaped patterns would be knights. And so on. So, the functionalist idea is that just as chess has  multiple reali zability in that its functions can be instantiated on a variety of different physical  systems, mental states are also capable of multiple realizability. Hence, f unctionalism is a theory  that is amenable to the idea that computers might be capable of one da y exhibiting  consciousness, provided that they exhibit functions that are constitutive of mental states. 3. Identity Materialism : this is the view that consciousness and its various contents (beliefs,  desires, emotions, etc .) are identical to the brain in some way . Thus, complete and total  knowledge of the human brain will yield complete and total knowledge of consciousness.  As J.J.C Smart puts it:   “…In so far as a sensation statement is a report of something, that something is in fact a brain process. Sensations are nothing over and above brain processes. Nations are nothing ‘over and above’ citizens, but this does not prevent the logic of nation statements being very different from the logic of citizen statements, nor does it insure the translat ability of nation statements into  citizen statements… ”5   Smart’s point here is that though the semantic properties of mental states might seem very different from brain processes, that doesn’t prevent us from saying that those mental states are in  fact identical to some set of brain processes. Just as the nation of the United States is not some  metaphysically odd entity that exists over and above the citizens of a geo -political entity in North  America, our beliefs are not some weird non -spatial thing that exists independent of our brain.  Though we may speak of our beliefs in very spec ial ways (say, for example, the way we might  talk of being in love), our beliefs are still nothing more than brain processes. Hence, despite the  semantic differences between the way we might speak of mental states and the way we might speak of brain state s, they are metaphysically identical:   “When I say that a sensation is a brain process or that lightning is an electric discharge I am  using ‘is’ in the sense of strict identity. (Just as in the – in this case necessary – proposition ‘7 is  identical with t he smallest prime number greater than 5.’). When I say that a sensation is a brain  process or that lightning is an electric discharge I do not mean just that the sensation is somehow spatially or temporally continuous with the brain process or that lightni ng is just spatially or  temporally continuous with the discharge”. 6   4. Jackson’s Knowledge Argument  In his essay “What Mary Didn’t Know”, Frank Jackson presents a novel thought experiment to challenge materialist (or what he refers to as “physicalist ”) theories of consciousness, especially  identity materialism.  Recall that the identity materialist holds that since mind and brain are   5 Smart (2002: 62)  6 Smart (2002: 62) . Functionalists argue against identity materialist arguments of this sort on the grounds that there  appear to be plenty of cases where a physical system could exhibit the functional role of a particular sensation yet have a radicall y different physiology than the human brain. In the analysis of Hilary Putnam (2002: 77) , the identity  materialist must “specify a physical -chemical state such that any organism (not just a mammal) is in pain if and only  if (a) it possesses a brain of a suitable physical -chemical structure; and (b) its brain is in that physical -chemical  state…Thus if we can find even one psychological predicate which can clearly be applied to both a mammal and an octopus (say ‘hungry’), but whose physical -chemical ‘correl ate’ is different in the two cases, the brain -state theory  has collapsed” . 4  identical, complete and total knowledge of the brain will yield complete and total knowledge of the mind. Modifying Jac kson’s thought experiment slightly, imagine the following. Imagine a  woman named Mary who is a total expert in two fields: the physics and the neurophysiology of color perception. She thus knows everything there is to know about the electro -magnetic  spec trum and the wavelengths of light that are constitutive of the experience of color. She also  knows everything that there is to know about what’s going on in the human brain when someone looks at a particular color. There’s only one catch: Mary is color bli nd . This then raises the  question of whether or not Mary knows everything that there is to know about color. Remember,  if identity materialism is true, then total knowledge of brain processes should yield total knowledge of consciousness. The Mary scenari o, however, seems to suggest that it’s possible for  one to have total knowledge brain processes without having knowledge of certain mental states .  That is, though Mary may know what it is for a brain to be in a state of seeing red, she doesn’t  know what i t’s like to see red . Stated deductively, Jackson’s argument is: P1. If materialism is true, then Mary knows everything about color   P2. Mary does not know everything about color C: Therefore, materialism is not true. 7   The idea is that while Mary may know the quantitative aspects of color (say, the aforementioned  wavelengths), what she lacks knowledge of are the qualitative aspects of color. Hence, what  makes consciousness unamenable to a fully materialist understanding according to Jackson is its  access to qualia : the su bjective, qualitative aspects of conscious experience. Bibliography  Chalmers, David J. “Consciousness and Its Place in Nature” . in David J. Chalmers (ed.).  Philosophy of Mind: Classical and Contemporary Readings . (Oxford: Oxford University Press,  2002), pp. 247 -271.   Jackson, Frank. “What Mary Didn’t Know” . The Journal of Philosophy , Vol. 83, No. 5. (1986),  pp. 291 -295 .   Putnam, Hilary. “The Nature of Mental States”. in David J. Chalmers (ed.). Philosophy of Mind:  Classical and Contemporary Readings . (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 73 -79.   Ryle, Gilbert. The Concept of Mind . (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949). Sellars, Wilfrid. “Some Reflections on Language Games”. Philosophy of Science , Vol. 21 , No. 3,  (1954 ), pp. 204 -228.   Smart, J.J.C. “ Sensations and Brain Processes”, in David J. Chalmers (ed.). Philosophy of Mind:  Classical and Contemporary Readings . (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 60 -68. Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Philosophical Investigations . (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1958).   7 Jackson (1986). See also Chalmers (2002).            
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